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A NEUTRAL PALETTE, 

ORGANIC SHAPES AND 

TEXTURAL TOUCHES 

COMPLEMENT A 

BUCOLIC SETTING

BY CATRIONA BRANCA
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JOHN GRUEN

PHOTOGRAPHY STYLING BY COREY 
GRANT TIPPIN AND ANNA MOLVIK

Living Well (THIS PAGE) 
Bone-and-leather 

trays and chain link 
ceramic pottery through 

HabitatGreenwich top 
an oversized coffee 

table in the living room, 
which enjoys unbroken 

views of the river. 
Captivating Contrast 

(OPPOSITE PAGE) The 
home was designed by 
architect Rudy Ridberg 

and built by Gyesky 
Development & Design. 

See Resources.



aesthetic as modern and fresh mixed with a 
respect for nature and natural materials, with a 
unique collected and traveled feeling.”

The directive from the homeowners included 
creating warm, functional spaces to enjoy with 
their family and for entertaining with friends. 

“They loved the idea of playing with neutrals—
whites and woods—and how I mix modern pieces 
with organic shapes and natural materials,” notes 
Caravella. The designer started with a neutral 
palette to complement the river views, the clean-
lined architecture and an extensive art collection. 

“The homeowners’ private artwork collection 
inspired my choices for living room pillow pattern 
and color choices,” explains the designer. “They 
have a pair of colorful works from Uruguayan 
artist Ruisdael Suarez that I am completely 
obsessed with.” 
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Y

EAR-ROUND WATER VIEWS 
first attracted the homeowners to this 
Mianus River property, where they 

built a new five-bedroom home. “We envisioned 
a contemporary home, a bit traditional on 
the outside but modern, clean and spacious on 

the inside,” notes the homeowner. When it came 
time to furnish the interiors, they knew exactly 
where to turn. “Kim Caravella owns the cutest 
design store in our area—we love her style,” says 
the wife. “Besides, she was recommended by one of 
our daughters.”

“They just love my shop, HabitatGreenwich!” 
says interior designer Kim Caravella. Her Cos 
Cob boutique—chockfull of artwork, furniture, 
textiles, accessories and gifts—showcases her talent 
at mixing Old World with New, modern with 
traditional. “I would describe these homeowners’ 

Natural Accents (THIS PHOTO) Custom sofas, Crate 
& Barrel swivel chairs in a nubby bouclé fabric 
and woven poufs provide seating in the living 
room; the wool area rug is through A.T. Proudian; 
and the abstract artwork above the fireplace is by 
Katy Garry. Eclectic Mix (RIGHT) Vintage pendants 
complement the homeowner’s existing dining-room 
table, chairs and buffet. See Resources.
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Caravella’s skill with scale and proportion also 
came into play in the living room. “It was such 
a large room, I found a wonderful one-of-a-kind 
plank vintage coffee table that was huge, and 
the homeowners were a bit nervous,” says the 
designer. “But I knew the scale and proportion, 
along with the patina, was absolutely perfect for 
serving and playing games too.” 

Handwoven poufs add a layer of pattern, 
texture and fun, “plus they’re functional for 
additional seating. And I added a slatted 
outdoor teak console into the scheme, which was 
unexpected,” says Caravella. “So much about this 
home is about the tranquil view and nature, and I 
love the idea of bringing natural elements in.”

Textural moments continue in the kitchen 
with eye-catching rattan pendants. “I felt natural 
handwoven pendants would be a fantastic contrast 
to the modern clean lines, warm and visually 

“THEY LOVED HOW  

I MIX MODERN  

PIECES WITH ORGANIC 

SHAPES AND  

NATURAL MATERIALS”

Contemporary Casual (LEFT) In the eat-in kitchen area, 
Crate & Barrel chairs surround a table from Design Within 
Reach atop a vintage hide rug. Bar None (TOP) A graphic 
Kelly Wearstler wallpaper is used in the bar area. The bar 
design is by Häcker Kitchens, Greenwich. Island Life 
(OPPOSITE PAGE) Kitchen design and cabinetry is by Häcker 
Kitchens, Greenwich. Arteriors pendants hang above 
the quartzite-topped island. The counter stools are from 
Room&Board. See Resources.



Suite Living (THIS PAGE) Bedding 
from Lynnens and an area rug 
from A.T. Proudian complement 
the homeowner’s artwork in the 
primary bedroom suite, where the 
handcrafted is celebrated with 
baskets, pottery and pillows all 
through HabitatGreenwich. The 
primary bathroom (OPPOSITE PAGE) 
design is by Porcelanosa; the tub 
and sinks are crafted from Krion; 
Porcelanosa porcelain tile lines the 
walls and floor. See Resources.
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exciting, juxtaposing the materials. The same 
was true in the dining room: Their artwork is so 
exquisite, plus the modern furniture they love, I 
felt vintage natural materials would marry well.”

A black-and-white abstract on vintage paper by 
Katy Garry inhabits a wall of the eat-in kitchen, 
where iron-mesh chairs are paired with a Saarinen 
table from Design Within Reach. “I am such 

a fan of texture,” says Caravella. “Used well, it 
can be so visually exciting and inviting. I knew 
this room would be used every day and wanted 
materials that felt comfortable to sit in and had 
a playfulness. Every seat can enjoy that fantastic 
water view!” 

In the serene primary bedroom, the clients’ 
artwork is complemented by handcrafted bedside 

lamps and handwoven baskets, while hand-
painted pillows top the bed. The suite exemplifies 
the clients’ wish for warm, balanced and 
functional interiors. The homeowner concludes: 
“It was a pleasure working with Kim in all 
aspects—her positive energy, her ability to listen 
to our needs and ideas, and then transform them 
into something special and unique.”<





KIM 
CARAVELLA   
When I refresh a room, 
I start by layering large-
scale, original works 
of art to create an 
immediate visual impact. 
I add one-of-a-kind 
pieces; vintage pillows, 
found accessories— 
such as architectural 
remnants —baskets, 
trays and woven, 
textured throw blankets. 
To create excitement, 
I juxtapose natural 
materials and textures, 
and place organic 
shapes against modern 
furniture.
Interior designer,  
habitatgreenwich.com,
“River Run” (page 46).

JOHN 
MICHAEL 
MURPHY  

I spend time with my clients 
to see which pieces are 

meaningful and could be 
used as a possible starting 

point for a room refresh. 
Perhaps it is a carpet or an 

important family heirloom 
that triggers the re-creation 

and reimagining of the 
space. It then becomes an 

exploration of other objects, 
textures and colors to start 

envisioning the complete 
room. This collaborative 

effort results in a pleasing 
combination of old and new.

Interior designer and 
homeowner, jmmny.com. 

“Triple Play” (page 54).

ASHLEY 
McCORMICK   
I find the best way to 
reinvigorate a room is 
to strip away and delete 
fussy details like clunky 
moldings or busy built-
ins, then apply a fresh 
coat of paint (my favorite 
hues are White Dove and 
Swiss Coffee). I start with 
a soothing, blank canvas. 
The beautiful fabrics and 
wallpaper then act as 
points of punctuation 
against sleek furniture to 
create a statement and 
truly transform a space.
Homeowner, jewelry 
designer, ashabyadm.
com, “Coastal 
Collaboration” (page 74).

—Mary Fitzgerald

MONICA 
FRIED   

Even in my own home, 
I find the easiest way 

to update a room is 
with new lighting and 

accessories. I recently 
gave my living room a 
little facelift with new 

table lights from artist 
Danny Kaplan and 

accessories found at the 
Field + Supply market. 
It was the perfect way 

to incorporate some of 
today’s artisanal features 

and flavor without 
replacing all the large 

pieces of furniture.
Interior designer, 

monicafrieddesign.com,
“The Gathering Spot” 

(page 64).
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We asked the designers whose work is featured in this issue to share 
their thoughts on how they refresh a space.
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